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How Stories Grow Wings:

Sita and Jane created this story on a bus. One day we carried with us a bag of wish birds
made by refugee people in the art and writing class we work in.  We knew how precious
these wish birds were and we had a conversation about how best to keep them safe
because we were afraid of losing them.

The next week on the bus Sita shared the beginning of a story sketched out in her
notebook. Jane took the notebook home and started to add illustrations. In this way,
week after week on the way to the refugee centre that inspired this story, we grew the
inspiration wings to fly ‘‘Swallow’s Kiss’ to you. It found a wonderful home with ‘Pop Up.’

An exhibition of nests, Wish Birds and natural-world art and writing from Islington Centre for
Refugees and Migrants where Sita Brahmachari and Jane Ray are writer and artist in residence.

Before you fly into the story

Before you read the story try to tune into the birdsong of where you live.
The Swallow is Sita’s favourite bird and Blessing’s too.

Draw a swallow and find out everything you can about these amazing birds. Then, collect
together swallow related words and see how many of yours you can find when you read
the story.
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Now choose your own favourite bird. Draw and paint it. Find out as much about it as you
can. Where has it flown from? What is its migratory path? What does it like to eat?  What
does its song sound like? Can you find a way to write the sound of its song on a page?
Can you find words to describe how the bird moves?

As a class, create a favourite bird flock exhibition for your room. Write words to go with
your exhibition. Let the words swoop and glide across your page!

Now you’re ready to tune in to Blessing’s story in Swallow’s Kiss…

The Power of Stories

What is the power of the story that Blessing’s parents tell her about
her ‘Swallow’s Kiss’?

Why do you think they tell her this story? Can stories change the way you feel about
things? Have you ever told anyone a story to make them feel better about something
they are worrying about?

Storyboard Yourself into the Emotional Rollercoaster

An example of a storyboard moment from one of Jane Ray’s ‘thumbnail’ sketches.

Pick out the most emotional moments in
the story. Make a storyboard and draw
these for yourself.

Now, like in a cartoon, write words in
each ‘frame’ to find the words for the
range of emotions that the characters
feel at different moments.

Choose one moment from your story
board where the character feels really
strongly about something.

Now imagine you are them.
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Call and Response - From pictures to words
Get together with a friend. Describe one of your emotional rollercoaster storyboard
frames in as much detail as you can.

Your friend now composes a small verse of words to it. Swap over.
Now you are composing the story just as writers and illustrators do.

Make a Wish Bird using Jane Ray’s crafting resource

Find and read the page in the story where
Hani and Blessing sit together making Wish
Birds.

Using Paper Wish Bird, write a wish on the
bird’s wing as if you were one of the
characters in the story. You can write the
wish in another language, not only in
English.

Look at the translated words Blessing finds
on the Wish Birds wings.

Think and discuss why those words are important for refugee people and for all people.

See if everyone in your class can learn three important words from the story e.g.  ‘ bird’
‘home’ and ‘safe.’ You can learn these words in as many languages as there are in your
classroom/community.

Make your own wish

Now you’ve made a wish for one of the characters in the story, why not make some more
wishes?

For:
Friends
Family
School and community
For refugee people
For the world
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You can write all these wishes on the wings of your Wish Bird and fly it around. If you like
you can share them with your friends, but you might want to keep some wishes to
yourself. Either is fine.

Community wishing

Sometimes groups of people like to collect together their most precious wishes and
write them up on a wall in a classroom or community centre. If you love crafting as
Blessing and Hani do perhaps you would like to paint or draw a classroom wishing tree.

In reality we can’t change everything by ‘wishing’ but sometimes when people wish for
things together their wish can become a communal action for positive change.

As a result of reading this story you may wish to find out about the work of local refugee
centres like the one that Hani attends. Perhaps, like Blessing you may end up making
new friends or helping.

How do you think Blessing’s action of finding the refugee centre helps to change things
for?

1: Blessing
2. Hani
3. Her Family
4. The community

Words and Picture Patterns

In ‘Wish Birds’ there is a Kobu print pattern that Blessing’s Mama recognises from ‘ home’.
In this colourful pattern certain shapes and colours repeat.  Words make patterns too.
‘Swallow’s Kiss’ is written in ‘Free Verse.’ What do you think this means?
How does the storytelling look and sound different to other stories you’ve read?
Look at the way the words and pictures are laid on the page.
What’s it like to read a story written in this way?

The story has its own grammar rules.  It has some word-patterns that repeat too.
See if you can be a code breaker and work out what the story rules and patterns are.
Now write a little verse using your own word patterns and new rules and see if your
friends can break the code!
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Time to grow your own writing wings!

Write your own wishing story.
It should have the following ingredients:

A character who finds a ‘made thing’ that someone else has lost.
The ‘made thing’ has some magical powers
The character knows they have to return the ‘made thing’
The story should contain at least one wish and one wish bird
Write the story in free verse
Include a refrain that people will remember

Mix all the above ingredients together to become the author of a new story!

Save the Wish Birds

At the end of term the Wish Birds will be taken down. You miss the last day of school
and you are worried about what will happen to these Wish Birds.

Write a letter to your teacher or carer to explain why these Wish Birds are so precious
and why they should be returned to their makers.

Hold onto your precious wish birds and enjoy flying them … they have magical
shimmering powers of healing and hope on their wings.
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